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The html code is here! Replace it with any non-empty text, that's all. Adding and subtracting two vectors A and B results in a different vector, i.e. A s C and A - B s C To add and subtract vectors, different methods are used depending on whether they have the same direction. The main methods are direct method, triangle
method and parallelogram. Vector amount For the sum of two vectors A and B is added A with vector B, that is, the components of each vector are added: A and B s (Ax and Bx, Ay - By, Az and Bz) Example: Sean A (3,2, -4) and B (-3, 2, 7), calculates the vector of asb.AZ'(3' (-3), 2'2,-4-7)' (0.4.3) Amount of two vectors
with the same direction and the same direction We draw vector B after vector B after vector A so they are consistent, respecting their modules, directions and feelings. Vector amount A and B has as a module the sum of modules of both, the same direction and the same direction of these vectors. As a result, vector A
and B has as a module the amount of A and B, the same direction and the same direction as A and B.Sum of two vectors with the same direction and opposite direction We draw vector B after vector A, so that it is consistent, respecting its modules, directions and feelings. The sum vector has as a module the difference
of modules of both, the same direction and direction of the main vector. As a result, vector A and B has as a module the difference A and B, the same direction as A and B. The sum of two vectors with different directions To summarize the two vectors A and B, which form a corner to each other, are used two methods:
the triangle method and the paralleogram method. Triangle methodAcinting vectors sequentially, that is, the origin of B should correspond to the end of A.The vector amount A and B has both its origin, origin A and as end, B.Ley or the parallelogram method We draw vector A in the origin of the Descartes aircraft,
respecting its module, direction and direction. We rely on the origin of A, vector B, respecting its module, direction and direction. Lines parallel to each vector are drawn, forming a parallelogram. As a result, the vector will be a parallelogram diagonal, which begins at the origins of the Cartesian plane. Subtraction of
vectorsB deduction of two vectors A and B connects A with the opposite of vector B, i.e.:A - B - A (- B) Vector A components - B are obtained by subtracting their components. A - B ' (Ax - Bx, Ay - By, Az - Bz) Example: Sea A' (5, 2, 4) and B (-3, 5, 9), calculates vector A - B- B' (5-(-3), 2-5, 4-9) with (8,-3,-5) The opposite
vector method To subtract two vectors A and B: Vector B is a subtraction, we have to draw it opposite vector; That's why we draw a vector equal to B, but the opposite meaning. We apply the law of parallelogram. Triangle methodDrawing at the beginning of A, vector B respecting its module, direction and direction. The
resulting vector A-B will come from the end of B subtraction) and as the ultimate, the end of A (the vector of minuendo). Do you need to pass with excellent qualifications? Do you like dynamic and interactive activities? Want to try online classes? Previous articleAlike connectors If you add two scalable values, just add
their numerical values. For example 10 w plus 20 w 30 w strength. On the contrary, the sum of vectors is more complicated than that, because you need to take into account the direction and direction. Knowing the Cartesian components of the added vectors, the resulting vector will have as cartes- components the
amount, the axis per axis, each vector. If we want to add two vectors to 3D and know their components, the components of the sum vector, applying the same procedure, will be: Example: Let's add two vectors in three dimensions from which we know their cartes coordinates: (5, 1, 2) will be x, u, z coordinates of the end
of the vector of the amount. The same procedure will be used to summarize two vectors in the plane, the X and Y axes. Parallelogram method Another procedure for the amount of vectors is the parallelogram method. The parallelogram method is a simple graphic procedure that allows you to find a sum of two vectors.
First, both vectors are drawn on a scale with a common point of application. Then the parallelogram is completed, drawing two parallel segments. As a result, the sum vector (I) will be a parallelogram diagonal with an origin common to the two original vectors. The head-tail method of the triangle method or the head-tail
method is a variant of the parallelogram method. Moves the vector parallel to the end of the vector. The side that completes the triangle is the sum vector (I) that starts at the end of the first vector and ends at the end of the second vector addition. Using the two equivalent formulas above derived from the cosine theorem
we get the sum vector module. It is applied at an angle (180o - α), opposite the side (I) triangle. As in the extra angles performed that: Example: Be two vectors in the plane modules 2 and 3 that form a 60o angle What is the vector amount? The sum vector will be a parallelogram diagonal with origin at the point of
application of both vectors, or, as well, the side that completes the triangle by the head-tail method. The sum vector module will be: Vector sum properties The sum of vectors has the following properties: Associative: Commutative: Opposite element : Neutral element : Physical or variable magnitudes are classified into
two large groups: Scalars: These are those that are defined exclusively by a module, that is, by a number accompanied by a unit of measure. This is a case of mass, time, temperature, distance. For example, 5.5 kg, 2.7 s, 400oC and 7.8 km respectively. Vectors: These are the ones that are fully defined with the module,
the direction Feeling. This is the case with force, speed, movement. These values need to indicate where they are directed, and in some cases where they are used. All vector values are graphically represented by vectors that are absorbed through the arrow. The vector has three main characteristics: module, direction
and direction. For two vectors to be considered equal, they must have an equal module, an equal direction, and equal value. The vectors are presented gometrically with arrows and are usually assigned a letter that at the top carries a small arrow from left to right, as shown in the picture. Figure 2: Vectors with an equal
module, but different directions Module: represented by the size of the vector, and refers to the intensity of the magnitude (number). It is denoted only by A o' A Vectors of equal module. All of them can represent, for example, a speed of 15 km/h, but in different directions, so they will all have different speeds. Vectors of
different modules. It is expected that the smaller vector will represent, for example, a lower speed than others. Vectors of different modules: Thus, the shape vectors can represent a speed of 20 km/h, 5 km/h and 15 km/h respectively. Image 3: Displays three vectors of different modules, but an equal direction and
direction: corresponds to the tilt of the line and represents the angle between it and the imaginary horizontal axis (see figure 2). You can also use cartes axis coordinates (x, y and z), as well as cardinal points for direction. Vectors of different modules: Two vectors have the same direction when the slope of the line
representing them is the same, that is, when they are parallel. Vectors of equal direction: No matter where they indicate or what size they are, the vectors in the image are parallel, so they have the same direction. (Figure 3) Image 4: Represents two vectors with an equal module, direction, but opposite feelings. Feeling:
Indicated by the tip of the arrow. (a positive sign that doesn't usually fit, or a negative sign). It is impractical to compare the value of two vectors that do not have the same direction, so that vectors with the same or opposite direction speak only. You've already learned that vectors are defined by three characteristics:
module, direction, and direction. Although their position in space is not one of the components that define it, the study of vectors is facilitated if we dream them into a dedesian decoordinated system that helps us to have greater accuracy, so that we can present them in algebraic form, as in geometric form. One of the
characteristics is that when we have a vector that is not at the beginning of our Cartesian plane, we can move it, so origin (0.0) and thus facilitate our calculations because we only need the end point to determine it. In the previous picture we named the translated CD vector r. On the other hand, we called q to the
translated ab vector. If the points of origin are moved to origin, we will see that the vector that previously had as coordinates (0.2) and (3.5) has been transferred, so we only have to determine the end point, which in this case corresponds (3.3). Similarly, continued for vector q. Like numbers, vectors can work for each
other, by adding, subtracting, multiplying by scalar, dividing into scalar, point product and cross-product. The last two are typical of vectors. Adding two vectors results in a different vector (sum or resulting vector). To get the sum vector, you need to resort to the so-known parallelogram rule. That is, a parallelogram is
built, which has vectors on the sides, and the diagonal of the vector is built in order to get a vector amount. Image 6: Displays the amount of vectors If we want to add A q B, it appeals one by one, moving it. The resulting vector is a vector that runs from the starting point of the first vector to the end of the last vector. It
should be noted that the amount is a switch, i.e. A and B, if you want to add more than one vector, it comes in the same way higher, but now they are placed one by one to the last. The line that connects the beginning of the first vector to the end of the last vector is then the resulting vector. Subtraction occurs in the
same way as the amount, but the deductible vector must be drawn in the opposite direction, i.e. the negative sign changes the direction of the vector. Then the result is a vector vector that goes from the starting point of the first vector to the end of the vector, which changes its value. It should be noted that subtraction is
not a commutative A - B is different from B - A - B - (B - A) This is based on the writing of the vector as the sum of the other two, which are orthogonal (perpendicular to each other), for this it lies on the plane of the deck, the vectors that are added are on one of the axes. The rectangular components are so-called



because it is based on the construction of a rectangle. Image 9: Each vector can be written as the sum of the other two orthogons in the image you can see that vector A is no more than the sum of one vector on the X axis and the other on the Y axis. Each of these vectors is known as the component, so the Ax vector is
the X component of vector A. In order to correctly write these vectors, we have to enter the vectors units. that are detailed below. Image 10: Vector is written according to its components They are characterized because of their module 1, so they only point the direction. Since we are working with the Cartesian plane we
will have the next vector unit associated with each of the axes. 11: Algebraic sum of vectors Be two vectors A and B that want to be added, then we will act graphically that we know what leads to vector R. Now we will write both vector A and B according to its components, then we will figure out what the sum of the
components X of vector A and B, is the X component of the R vector and also from the Y axis. Therefore, for the sum of the vectors of algebraiko, it is necessary to write each vector according to its components, and then to summarize the components of the X and Y vectors, resulting in a vector in accordance with its
components, with which we can remove the module from the R vector. to add or subtract and work with vectors, you need to write it into its components, for this we will use trigonometry proportions. So when applying these proportions we have for a vector that: Component x is 5 cos 30 Component in 5 Sen 30 Vector
according to its components We define the point of the product or scalar product and b, and write it a-b as the actual number Remember what: cos 'Ady/hip sen' op/hip tg's op/ady Draw the following vector: A's (3,-2) When looking at vector A drawing, we can understand that: No 3i summed up with -2j results in vector A.
in which case it is given tg⁻1 3/2, which leads to a value of 56.3o. To do this, it should be noted that we work in the fourth quadrant, so if we understand the denominator should be negative, however we will not place it to calculate the angle, but if we know that we are working in the fourth quadrant. THE CALCULATOR
WILL ALWAYS SUPPLY ANGLES IN RELATION TO THE X AXIS, THE SIGNS WILL GIVE ONLY A QUADRANT. (see figure 2) Suppose we have two vectors A and b in R3, and we want to determine the angle between them, that is the smallest angle that forms A and B in the plane they both generate. We define the
product point or scalar product A and B, and write it a-b, as the actual number that: the equivalent way of identifying the product scalar between the two vectors in the euclidean space corresponds to the product of its cosine modules of the smaller angle they form. This notation does not depend on the chosen system of
coordinates, so we also choose from the base of the vector space. From the Pythagoras theorem it follows that the length of vector a.a1 i and a2 j a3 k: Be two vectors A and B in vector space R3 . The vector product between them leads to a new vector C. Vector product is designated A x B, so it is also called a cross-
product. It can also be defined in a simpler way in terms of its modules, where: where n is the vector of the unit and vectors A and B and their direction is given by the rule of the right hand. Right hand ruler: Tap your hand and stretch your thumb. Orient your fingers, wielding in the direction of the corner J (from A to B),
then the thumb indicates the direction and direction of J. The magnitude of the vector product or cross product is known to be equal to the area of the paleogram formed by two vectors, or equal to twice the area of the triangle formed as a result. This can be seen in the image, which shows that: Sean A and B are two
vector units in the plane xy, which form angles -a and b with the x axis, respectively. Evaluate the cross-product of these vectors in two ways, using definition once and using the expression a second time from the point of view of the Cartesian coordinates, and thus find the expression of sin (a q b). As shown in the
picture, the angle between the two vectors is (a-b) then: then: como se suman los vectores graficamente. como se suman los vectores en fisica. como se suman los vectores por el metodo del paralelogramo. como se suman los vectores ejemplos. como se suman los vectores por el metodo del poligono. como se suman
los vectores unitarios. como se suman los vectores de forma grafica. como se suman los vectores analitica y graficamente
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